This paper proposes using an adaptive immune algorithm (AIA) for reactive power optimization. The adaptive immune algorithm automatically adjusts the parameters to achieve the balance between fast convergence and high diversity of antibodies, according to the distance between the antibodies. It leads to the reduction of the computation time, compared with other methods. The test results of several examples demonstrate that reactive power optimization based on AIA method has advantages in terms of computation speed and convergence speed.
Introduction
The issue of reactive power optimization is essentially a mixed-integer constrained nonlinear programming problem. There are many approaches for it, such as linear programming, nonlinear programming, secondary programming, sensitive analysis, and mixed integer planning [1] [2] [3] [4] . These methods more or less all exist some limitations because of needing differential operation during the optimization, such as requirement of the continuously adjustable variable or differentiable objective functions, or only achievement of local optimum or having the problem of the initial value sensitivity, or etc. The stochastic methods, such as genetic algorithm (GA), simulating anneal algorithm, and Tabu searching algorithm, because of its capability of global search and optimization and without the differential operation, have attracted many interests to be applied for the reactive power optimization.
In Ref [5, 6] , models for the reactive power optimization based on GA were established firstly. Since then, many improved genetic algorithms, such as distributed GA, simulating anneal GA, optimizing searching route GA, are applied to realize better optimization results [7] [8] [9] . Many other methods, such as fuzzy control, expert system, and neural network [10] [11] [12] [13] , are also utilized for it with demonstration of good results.
The immune algorithm (IA) is designed by imitating the mechanism of the amalgamation between antigen and antibody in biologic immune system. In the algorithm, the objective functions and the constraints of problem are treated as antigen, and the solution is treated as antibody; after calculating the antibodies concentration and its affinities between antigens and antibodies, the individual antibody having better affinity and lower concentration is kept to be the next generation by priority, which enhances the antibodies with good affinity while restraining the antibodies of high concentration. Moreover, the mechanism of two-layer optimization search in the small neighborhood and larger neighborhood is adopted during the evolvement. Therefore, IA attracts many research interests [14] . A method based on IA is applied to the power plant planning and shows significant improvement in computation speed for its capability of multi-peak search [15] . The optimal design method for PSS parameters based on IA is used to improve the efficiency of multi-parameter optimization [16] . In Ref. [17, 18] , IA is applied for the optimal power flow, and the satisfactory results demonstrates its advantage. An improved IA based on the heuristic idea of adjusting one parameter⎯extension radius r according to iteration number is utilized for the reactive power optimization, and the better results than GA method are also presented [19] .
Although IA could keep the good antibody diversity during the evolution, the key parameters⎯ selection rate α, extension radius r and mutation radius R of IA are fixed, and the values of them are not easy to gain and should be chosen by much experience, which greatly undermines the practical application. Since the adaptive immune algorithm (AIA) adjusts the parameters according to the measured distance between antibodies, it has faster convergence speed while keeping higher colony diversity than that of IA.
In this paper, the AIA is applied for reactive power optimization of power system. The test results based on IEEE-14 system, IEEE-118 system and a practical system indicate that new method proposed has remarkable performance in terms of computation speed and convergence rate, compared with those methods based on GA, IA and the method suggested by [19] .
AIA
Through a complex set of mechanisms to recombine gene to generate antibodies against the invading antigen, the body's immune system is the basic defense system to resist the penetrating bacteria, viruses and other pathogenic factors. In order to effectively provide the defense function, there is the pattern recognition process to distinguish its own molecules and cells and antigen in the immune system. In addition to the recognition capability, the immune system has the learning and memory capability. Because of these characteristics, the immune system's defensive response to the same antigen of the second time is faster and stronger than that of the first time.
Similar to Darwin's biological evolution principle, the immune system also exists the evolution phenomenon. In immune system, there are lots of B cells with unique receptor, which can be expressed as a real vector in the n-dimension Euclid spaces. When antigen invades into the body, the greater is the degree of shape complementarity between the B cell receptor and antigen, the higher is the affinity between them, the easier will antigen be eliminated. After many times of evolution, each of which including the selection, cloning, expansion, mutation (receptor-modified), the high-affinity B cells will be produced ultimately; the B cells will further differentiate into plasma cells to produce the antibody with the same shape as the receptor, to eliminate the antigen with the occurrence of adaptive immune response. Expansion and modification of cloned receptor are two-layer optimization selections in terms of mathematic optimization.
Inspired from somatic cell theory and network theory, the above function and evolvement of body's immune system are imitated and designed as Immune algorithm (IA), which has the similar function of self-regulation and generation of different antibodies. The main evolvement procedures of IA are composed of following four steps: For the convenience reason, the B cell and antibody are looked as the same and not distinguished in the following content.
During the above evolution from one generation to next generation, the key parameter selection rate α, extension radius r, and mutation radius R are fixed. If α, r and R are bigger, the diversity of the colony is high; however, the evolution of antibodies might be very slow. On the contrary, if the parameters are smaller, the algorithm might rapidly converge to local optimum due to the low diversity of the colony. Therefore, it is very important to find a set of excellent parameters to achieve the balance between the convergence and colony diversity for the IA.
If α, r and R are adjusted adaptively according to the diversity of the antibodies, the above balance is automatically achieved. Being similar as the B cell receptor, the antibody could be expressed as n-dimension vector; the average distance among antibodies could be used to describe the diversity of the antibodies, which means that: the smaller is the distance, the more similar are the antibodies, and the lower is the colony diversity, and vice versa. Suppose that the antibody colony of the kth generation k B contains m antibodies, , 1, 2, ,
the average distance among these antibodies is calculated as:
In which,
And the diversity for antibody colony k B could be expressed:
Where, max d is a constant.
Then the parameter α, r and R of the kth generation are adaptively adjusted as following:
where
R are selection rate, extension radius and mutation radius of the kth generation, respectively; 0 α , 0 r , and 0 R are the initial values of the related parameters respectively; α η , r η , and R η are the adjusting ranges of the related parameters respectively. The evolution procedures of AIA are as follows:
1. Initialization: Let k=0, randomly generate n real coding antibodies to be the initial antibody colony k A ; calculate the fitness value of each antibody, which is the reciprocal of the objective function value.
Calculate
with formula (1)- (4); choose the maximum fitness value among antibody colony k A to be the fitness value of the current generation. 
where Ω is the feasible solution space, • is the Euclid norm, k r is extension radius. Each antibody in the k B randomly generates some new antibodies, and the number of which is determined by the roulette method, which is used to imitate the phenomena: in the field of the adaptive immune responsion, the higher is the affinity between B cells and antigens, the more son B cells will be generated through the dividing operation of B cells in its neighborhood; and all the newly generated antibodies add to k B to be the new antibody colony k C , the number of which is denoted as 1 n .
Mutation operation: The 1
n -integer ( )
• antibodies whose fitness value are the worst in colony k C mutate into the antibodies in the larger neighbourhood, which could be described as following: 
If the convergence criterion is satisfied, the procedure is over; otherwise, let k=k+1, return to step (2) to start the evolvement of next generation.
The evolution procedures of AIA are shown in fig. 1 : are adjusted according to the distance between the antibodies in each generation. Therefore, the balance between the rapid convergence and keeping high diversity of colony during the evolvement is automatically achieved, which on the one hand prevents falling at local optimum while having fast computation speed.
The mathematic model for reactive power optimization
The purpose of reactive power optimization is to minimize the real power loss with the constraints of all the buses voltage, and generations output within their limits, through adjusting the output of reactive suppliers and setting of transformer taps. In equation (6), the second and third parts are the punishment of limit violation of voltage and generator reactive power output, respectively; and u λ , Q λ are the punishment coefficients.
(2) The constraint conditions:
where, Q are the loads of real power and reactive power at ith bus, respectively; n is the total buses number; Equations (7) (8) are the constraints of power flow equation; Equations (9-12) are the inequality constraints for the buses voltage, the reactive power output of generators, the compensated quantity of compensators (or reactors), and the tap stall of transformers within each limitation.
The reactive power optimization based on AIA

The encoding method
In the equation (6) The configuration of antibody is designed as:
where, 
Equation (14) Suppose that the number of transformers is S, the number of the ith transformer tap stalls is L, and k Δ is the difference ratio of two adjacent stalls of transformer.
The ratio of ith transformer tap at the jth stall could be expressed by the variable , (1 ,1 )
. Then the encoding value of i T in equation (13) is obtained by i T j = . The ratio of the ith transformer at the jth stall could be obtained by decoding through the formula
The procedure for the reactive power optimization based on AIA
The procedures of the reactive power optimization based on AIA are as follows:
(1) Let the initial values of selection rate α, extension radius r and mutation radius R be: 0 α , 0 r and 0 R respectively, and the relevant adjusting range be α η , r η and R η . Randomly generate n integer encodings of antibody X, whose configuration is as formula (13) , to constitute antibody colony k A ; k=0. (2) Carry on the power flow calculation using the decoding value of each antibody in colony k A , and discard the antibodies whose decoding value could not satisfy the power flow equation; calculate the value of objective function by equation (6) , and the fitness value of each antibody preserved could be expressed as :
In which, F is the value of equation (6) when the decoding of an antibody substituted into equation (6) .
(3) Perform the evolvement calculation from the step (3) to step (7) of AIA presented at section 2; (4) If the convergence criterion is met, then the evolution calculation is over; otherwise k=k+1, return to (2) to start the next generation evolution.
Simulation Examples
The above method is applied for the IEEE14, IEEE118 system and a practical system, and the results are compared with those obtained based on GA, IA and the improved immune algorithm in [19] .
The IEEE14 system has 14 buses, 21 branches, 5 generators (all the terminal voltages are adjustable), 3 adjustable tap transformers, 1 capacitor. The total load is Pl=259MW, Ql=73.5MVar. The lower/upper limit for the load buses voltage, the generators terminal voltage, the ratio of transformers, and the compensation quantity of capacitor are : (0.95,1.05),( 1,1.1),(1.,1.1), (-0.2,0), respectively. The configuration of the IEEE 14 system is presented as Fig. 2 . Fig.2 The configuration of the IEEE 14 system
The IEEE118 system has 118 buses, 193 branches, 54 generators(terminal voltages are all adjustable), 9 adjustable tap transformers, 14 capacitors, and the total load is Pl=3689MW, Ql=1474MVar. The lower/ upper limit for the load buses voltage, the generators terminal voltage, the ratio of transformers, and the compensation quantity of capacitor are: (0.95, 1.05),( 0.95,1.05),(0.95,1.1), (-0.4,0), respectively. The configuration of the IEEE 118 system is presented as Fig. 3 . For the IEEE118 system, the colony scale is 100, and the brief optimization results are shown in table 3, and the curves of fitness value for each method are shown in Fig. 5 together. Since there are 54 generator terminal adjustable voltage variables, 9 adjustable transformer tap variables, 14 capacitor group variables, therefore, only part control variables and load bus voltages of pre-and post-optimization are listed at table. 4 for the consideration of space limitation, which indicates that all the control variable and the load bus voltage are within the limit. From the table 1, it could be seen that the optimization result and calculation speed of the methods based on AIA and Ref. [19] are nearly the same due to the system is very small, but they both are much better than those of based on GA and IA; the calculation times of AIA and Ref. [19] are only about 6.9% of IA and GA; the final losses of AIA and Ref. [19] are about 1MW less than those of GA and IA. From the table 3, it shows that from the calculation speed and optimization result, the order for the four method is: AIA, Ref. [19] , IA, and GA. The calculation time of AIA is only about 44% of IA, while the final loss of AIA is about 5% less that of IA. Therefore, the reactive power optimization based on AIA has superiority in the aspects of the computation speed and precision, compared to the other methods. Fig. 4 and 5 also clearly indicate that the fitness value of AIA quickly surpasses those of other three methods to achieve the best fitness value. Fig .6 indicates that with the adapted control of α, r, R, the diversity D of AIA is kept within certain range and could escape from the falling of local minimum and the loss of the system is reduced nearly monotonously, which lead to faster convergence compared with the IA; on the contrast, the diversity of IA has larger changing range because of the fixed α, r and R, and the loss of the system and the diversity D has large fluctuation range, which lead to low convergence. In the fig.6 , from the beginning to 51th iteration, the reason of diversity values of IA all equal to 1 are due to its distances among the antibodies larger than its maximum and is limited to 1. Fig.6 The curves of population diversity, alpha, r, R of AIA (IA) of the anti-body colony From the table1 and table 3, Fig4-5, it also indicates that the improvement made by Ref. [19] is effective; however, since it only adjusts extension radius r by iteration times, which at most tells the information that the optimization solution might be met with the iteration number increase, and doesn't have the certainty relationship with the diversity of antibodies, so that the method in [19] is a heuristic method and only partially improves the evolution of IA . In contrast, because of the AIA adaptively adjusting selection rate α , extension radius r , and mutation radius R with the guide of the measured distance between the antibodies, which truly stands for the diversity of antibodies, the balance between fast convergence and high diversity of antibodies could be kept automatically. Therefore, its calculation speed and convergence is better than those of Ref. [19] ; the results of IEEE118 system at table 3 shows that the final loss and calculation time of AIA are about 3% less and 8.8% shorter than those of Ref. [19] , respectively; and fig. 3 also demonstrate its advantage.
From Oct. 2008, the reactive power optimization method based on AIA has been applied to be the off-line reactive power optimization calculation tool at the dispatch centre of Tianjin urban power system in china. The Tianjin urban power system includes: 226 buses, 293 branches, 20 adjustable terminal voltage generators, 77 adjustable tap transformers, and 46 capacitors. For the illustration, the brief results for one case of the system are listed at table 5. At the case, the lower/upper limit of the load bus voltage are 1.0 and 1.1, respectively; the lower/upper limit for all the transformer tap stalls and terminal voltage of PV buses are based on the practical engineering setting and not presented for the limitation of the space; the total load of system is Pl=360.13MW, Ql=43.33MW. From the table5, it could be seen that for the case shown, the reduced loss is about 8.6% of the pre-optimization system loss with the voltage of all the buses being within the limit, which further demonstrates the validity of the method proposed.
Conclusion
In this paper, the AIA is proposed for reactive power optimization. AIA adaptively adjusts all parameter: selecting rate α, cloning radius r and mutation radius R, according to the distance measure between antibody and antibody, and achieves the balance between fast convergence and high colony diversity automatically. The test results indicate that the AIA based reactive power optimization has remarkable superiority in computation speed and convergence speed, compared to those methods based on GA, IA and the method proposed in [19] . The software developed has been implemented at one practical system in china to play an active role.
